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ABSTRACT 
Company XYZ conducted a rapid improvement event (RIB) in July of 
2007, on the cell 6 area that includes the de-gating operation of two-shot, chrome 
plated parts they produce for an automotive customer. As part of this RIB a value 
stream map of the production processes for these parts was evaluated from both a 
current state and a future state perspective. It was determined that there was a 
significant amount of excess inventory throughout the entire system. Company 
XYZ was interested in reducing the amount of work- in-progress and finished 
goods inventory for this production system in order to in turn reduce the cost to 
carry that inventory. A combination oflean manufacturing principles and 
simulation were determined to be the best tools to accomplish this task. 
The purpose of this research project was to evaluate the flow ofproduct 
through the various production processes and to determine where the greatest 
inefficiencies are occurring that could be contributing to the high levels of 
inventory. The next step was to use simulation software in order to predict the 
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most logical and efficient locations for planned inventory or buffer stock such that 
the products would flow smoothly through the entire production system with a 
limited amount of recovery time when spikes in rejected product occur. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Company XYZ is a custom injection molder withprocess capabilities 
including: plastic injection, metal injection, and magnesium thixotropic molding. 
The following information about Company XYZ was taken from their website, as 
well as the author's personal experience as a past employee. The company was 
founded in 1964 in a small town in Wisconsin, and today employs approximately 
1,600 people between fifteen different locations. They produce products and 
provide services for the automotive, consumer, medical, and defense markets. The 
competition within the injection molding industry is getting tougher every year. 
As a way to improve efficiencies and remain competitive, Company XYZ 
implemented a companywide lean manufacturing initiative titled, "Customer 
Driven Pursuit ofExcellence." One of the early phases of this initiative included 
identification of improvement opportunities that were small enough in scope they 
could be implemented in a few short days. These types of quick tum-around 
improvements could be tackled with the use of a lean tool called Rapid 
Improvement Events (RIE.) 
One such event was held in July, 2007. The event focused on improving 
efficiencies in the area known as cell 6 by completing a red tag event to clean up 
and organize as well as a value stream analysis (VSA) to identify inefficiencies 
within the product flow of the primary product worked on in that area. This 
product was a two-shot, injection molded, chrome plated component for an 
automotive customer. In cell 6 the parts are de-gated, inspected, and packaged for 
shipment to the customer. A major issue that was identified in the VSA was that 
there is an extreme amount of inventory in multiple places in the production 
system. This inventory equates to large costs or basically immense amounts of 
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money tied up that cannot be realized as sales dollars until the customer actually 
pulls the product. This particular customer is somewhat erratic in the way they 
pull product and do not always pull exactly to the forecast they have provided to 
Company XYZ. However, over a period of time these pulls do average out to a 
fairly constant value. Historically, Company XYZ has overproduced to have a 
constant buffer ofproduct as a means to ensure on-time delivery. 
This field problem study aims to answer the question, can inventory levels 
and thus inventory costs be reduced without jeopardizing on-time delivery to the 
customer? 
Statement ofthe Problem 
Company XYZ is carrying extremely high inventory costs due to the excessive 
work-in-progress and finished goods inventory on the two-shot, chrome plated products 
produced there. This is partly due to customer policy that states two weeks' worth of 
inventory must be held at the consignment warehouse at all times. 
Purpose ofthe Project 
The purpose ofthis project is to identify methods and practices that improve 
efficiencies in product flow thereby reducing inventory levels and costs throughout the 
production system. Monte Carlo simulation analysis will be used to identify these more 
effective methods and practices. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made for this project: 
1.	 The data collected were done so during normal operation of the facility. 
2.	 The collection ofall data for this project was completed by people who are 
experienced and qualified. 
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3.	 Equipment downtimes for both the molding and plating operations are considered 
negligible in comparison to the overall system. 
4.	 Weekends are "buffer" time and therefore not included in the simulation. This is 
because the plating operation and company truck do not normally operate on 
weekends. Also, the molding operation is not fully staffed on the weekends. 
5.	 Parts being pulled for secondary inspection by a third party should not cause part 
outages at the consignment warehouse once the system has been warmed up. 
6.	 The customer's policy that two weeks' worth of inventory be held at the
 
consignment warehouse is not absolutely firm,
 
Limitations ofthe Study 
1.	 The secondary sort of parts by a third party after they are shipped as finished 
goods to the consignment warehouse was not modeled for this study. 
Definition ofTerms 
Two-shot part. Plastic components comprised of two or more resins, each injected 
through its own screw and barrel. 
Master process sheet. A controlled electronic document containing the process 
parameters and tolerances for a specific part number or injection mold. 
Method guides. A set ofoperator work instructions that details everything the 
operator is responsible for doing during a particular step in the production process. 
Baan. The enterprise resource planning system used by Company XYZ to track 
business operations or transactions, including but not limited to, work orders, bills of 
materials, routings, material receipts and shipments, etc. 
Plating racks. A frame with clips welded to it for holding or carrying parts 
through each bath on a (chrome or other metal,) plating line. 
De-gating. The operation of removing a plastic part from the runner system. 
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Runner system. In injection molding, the channel that plastic travels through to get 
from the barrel of the injection molding machine to the cavity that will produce the part 
shape. 
Family tool. A plastic injection tool or mold that produces more than one type of 
part. Generally, the different parts will be similar in shape and size. 
Monte-Carlo Simulation. A method that uses sets of random numbers as input to 
evaluate deterministic models. (Wittwer, 2004). 
Methodology 
Chapter two will review literature on topics pertinent to the goal and objectives of 
this study. These include things like Monte Carlo simulation and Lean manufacturing. 
Following that, chapter three details the goal and objectives desired of this project while 
chapter four describes the steps taken in pursuit ofthem. Chapter five discusses the 
findings due to the steps taken in chapter four. And finally, chapter six details the 
conclusions that can be deducted from the findings as well as recommendations for future 
studies. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
There has always been some level of competition within the realm of 
manufacturing. Technological advances in communication and transportation have made 
this competition a global one that continues to put increasingly greater pressure on 
businesses to produce products (or deliver services,) ofbetter quality and with faster lead 
times, all while providing the best customer service. A number of tools and techniques 
exist to help these businesses in this endeavor. Among the tools being utilized by 
companies today are the principles oflean manufacturing and simulation software. 
The purpose of this project is to simulate the entire production system for an 
injection molded and chrome plated, automotive component to determine if the amount 
of work in progress and finished goods inventory can be minimized in order to reduce the 
cost of inventory in the overall system. 
Definition ofSimulation 
The world ofmanufacturing is full of situations in which change is desirable for 
one reason or another, but the cost to trial the change is not justifiable. Simulation can be 
a very useful tool in this scenario, allowing an observer to measure and predict how 
changes to the individual components of a system will affect the functionality of the 
overall system. ( Encyclopedia Britannica, 2008). A simulation is a type of computer 
program that uses a mathematical description ofthe real system called a model. This 
model is created for the sole purpose of conducting numerical experiments to aid in the 
understanding of the behavior ofthe system being modeled, for a specific set of 
conditions. (Kelton, Sadowski, & Sturrock, 2007). Computer simulation is often chosen 
for its ability to handle very complex systems and analysis. Yet the actual use of 
simulation is a very natural activity, comparable to that of role playing. (Fishwick, 1995). 
The reality and complexity of a scenario can be understood by acting out roles with 
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artificial objects (models.) The electronic equivalent to this role playing is computer 
simulation. 
Simulation Uses / Applications 
Computer simulation is often chosen for use when one or more of the following 
situations is true: the model is quite complex with multiple variables and interacting 
components, there are nonlinear relationships between the underlying variables, random 
variates exist in the model, and / or there is a desire to show what is happening in the 
model using a 3D computer animation. (Fishwick, 1995). Simulation has already been or 
could be used for such a vast array ofapplications it is somewhat difficult to classify all 
of them. (Pegden, Shannon, & Sadowski, 1995). A broad, representative list of categories 
would include computer systems, manufacturing, business, government, ecology and 
environment, society and behavior, and biosciences. Each of these categories in tum 
could have a wide variety of applications within it that simulation is useful for. In reality, 
it would be difficult to find an application that simulation could not be used for. In cases 
where simulation is not desirable for a given application it is generally due to the cost and 
timing ofboth acquiring software and training to use it, as well as for conducting and 
analyzing the results, not because it did not fit the application. 
Simulation Models 
"A model is a simplified representation of a system at some particular point in 
time or space intended to promote understanding ofthe real system." (Bellinger, 2004). It 
is not possible to create a model that perfectly depicts every aspect of reality, though we 
can get close enough to learn from it. (Meyer, 2008). There are specific steps that should 
be followed when conducting a simulation in order to ensure that the outcome achieved 
correlates with the type ofproblem that the experimenter desired to solve. These include 
identification of the problem, statement of the objectives, model formulation, 
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identification and preparation of the data, verification and validation of the model, 
experimentation and interpretation of the results, and finally conclusion and 
implementation. 
Identification ofthe problem. This is where one must decide what the true 
problem is that needs solving or at very least what the symptoms of the problem look 
like. (Meyer, 2008). A very important part of this problem identification step is to clearly 
define what the goals of the study are so that everyone involved knows exactly what 
question is to be answered. (Pegden et aI., 1995). 
Specification ofthe objectives. The second step in simulation is to outline a set of 
objectives that will help achieve the goals established during the identification of the 
problem. (Meyer, 2008). It is critical that the person conducting the simulation 
understands that simulation is not going to do all of the work for him / her. The simulator 
must come up with ideas that are potential solutions to the problem and test them using 
the simulation tool. In order to know if improvement was achieved, there have to be some 
measurable objectives in place. Measurable objectives would include items that trace 
back to a value that can be monitored in the simulation. Perhaps something related to the 
level of inventory at a certain queue, or output of finished goods, for example. 
Modelformulation. Model formulation really involves two very distinct functions, 
system definition and the creation of the actual simulation model. (Meyer, 2008). The 
first, system definition, requires in depth knowledge of the system that is being evaluated. 
This is vital because part of defining the system involves making decisions or judgment 
calls about what parts of the process are critical to model and which parts are negligible 
in comparison. Pegden et al. (1995) stated that, "we try to identify that small subset of 
characteristics or features of the system that is sufficient to serve the specific objectives 
of the study" (p. 15). It can be quite helpful during this stage of the simulation process to 
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consult and brainstorm with those people who perform the actual work at each process 
step. (Meyer, 2008). Information about the system can be organized pictorially into a 
flow chart with additional side notes or a separate write-up where additional detail is 
needed in order to create a clear description of the overall system. This visualization and 
narrative of the process are beneficial when it comes to the next step of creating the 
simulation model. 
Development of the actual simulation model begins when the definition of the 
system is complete. (Meyer, 2008). This order has to be followed because the system 
definition is now used as the framework for completing the model build. 
Data Preparation. The simulation model would be neither complete nor useful 
without accurate data from the real system. (Meyer, 2008). The types of data required 
should be able to be identified from the system definition. The person collecting the data 
should be someone who is very familiar with the system and also knows the importance 
of careful data collection to maintain the validity ofthe data. 
Model verification and validation. The model verification phase tests the results 
that the model yields to see if it performs as expected based on the code that was written. 
(Meyer, 2008). This can be verified by comparing the results ofa trial run of the model to 
the data from the real life system. Often times this is where errors in the model logic are 
discovered. Next, validation of the model is the act of checking to see if the behavior is 
representative of the current or real life, situation. It is likely that if the model does not 
behave very similarly to the real system, there was probably not good communication 
between the simulator and the people who work most closely with the real system. If 
either of these, verification or validation ofthe model fail, the model will not be useful in 
its current state and should be modified. 
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Experimentation and interpretation ofResults. The experimentation phase of 
simulation is where changes are made to the model based on proposed solutions that are 
believed to have an effect on the desired outcome. (Meyer, 2008). The measureable 
outputs that are important to the goals of the study (as laid out in the objectives,) can then 
be compared for each of the experimental simulations. Comparison of these measurable 
outputs will help in determining which system has the more desirable output. Multiple 
experimentations may be required. 
Conclusion and implementation ofResults. Once the preferred solution is 
determined, the task of implementing it can be started. (Meyer, 2008). At that point it is 
critical to confirm that all assumptions made during creation of the model were well 
documented. That way if changes are desired in the future the true baseline for the current 
solution can be fully understood. Part of this phase of simulation should also include 
creation of an action plan for how the results of the implementation will be monitored 
such that the effectiveness (or lack thereof,) of the modeling / simulation effort can be 
realized and evaluated. 
Lean Manufacturing Principles. 
Neil Hettler of Owens Coming Corporation (2008) learned about lean several 
years ago as a "technique for eliminating waste in manufacturing processes" (p. 103). 
After several years of experience with lean, he has broadened that definition stating that 
lean is an initiative that spans far greater than just the manufacturing sector and can be 
applied to pretty much all business processes. He goes on to say that above and beyond 
the elimination of waste, lean principles can also help increase growth, foster innovation, 
improve employee engagement, align organizational efforts, and improve safety. Lean 
can be the foundation of business strategy. 
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There are a number of lean principles or tools that can be implemented either 
individually or as a complete lean strategy to eliminate waste (and accomplish various 
other benefits as described above.) These tools are often referred to as lean building 
blocks that make up the "House of Lean." (Alukal & Manos, 2008). Major components 
contained in the House of Lean are displayed in Figure 1 below. 
Figure 1. "House ofLean," (Northwest Wisconsin Manufacturing Outreach Center, 
2007) 
These lean building blocks are described as follows: 
58 - A workplace organization and standardization system. This system is 
comprised of five steps that each start with the letter "s" as it was originally developed in 
Japan. ( Alukal, 2006). The English translations are sort, set in order, shine, standardize 
and sustain. 
Visual controls - The practice ofkeeping all required items in open sight so that 
anyone could walk up and immediately know the status of a system with a quick glance. 
(Alukal, 2006). 
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Streamlined layout - Use of optimum operational sequence to design the plant 
layout. (Alukal & Manos, 2008). 
Standardized work - The creation of standard work instructions that ensure all 
tasks are completed in the same manner. (Alukal, 2006). It helps to achieve better quality 
and set cycle times, as well as providing some predictability about a given process. 
Batch size reduction - Reduction of the batch size to the smallest size possible for 
a given application, one piece flow is desirable. (Alukal & Monas, 2008). 
Teams - Lean places emphasis on working in teams and how these teams work 
together can have a major effect on the internal culture of an organization. (Alukal, 
2006). 
Quality at the source - A means of ensuring the product passed from one 
operation to the next is acceptable involves having the operator do quality checks on the 
spot. (Alukal, 2006). 
Point ofuse storage - A practice of storing only what is needed for a process and 
a work order at a particular work station or area. (Alukal, 2006). This can help to 
minimize overproduction. 
Quick changeover - The act of changing from production of one product to 
another very rapidly. (Alukal, 2006). This contributes to the capability of small batch 
SIzes. 
Pull / kanban - The practice by which a process upstream does not produce 
product until receiving a signal from a process or customer downstream. (Alukal, 2006). 
Cellular / flow - Uses a physical arrangement of equipment and processes to 
maximize value added content and minimize waste. (Alukal, 2006). 
Total productive maintenance - A strategy for maximizing equipment 
effectiveness. (Alukal & Manos, 2008). 
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Value Stream Analysis(VSA) - Another lean tool that is sometimes considered 
part of the "house of lean," is that of value stream analysis. (Northwest Wisconsin 
Manufacturing Outreach Center, 2007). VSA involves creation of a value stream map 
that shows how information is managed as well as how physical tasks are performed. It 
should provide a high-level view ofall the processes used in the production ofa product. 
(Wilson, 2003). The value stream, in terms oflean thinking, is the series ofthese actions 
or complex processes that add or produce value. (Womack, 2006.) Before a map is 
created, it is important that everyone agrees to what the problem is that is going to be 
addressed. As stated by George Alukal, (2006) "value stream mapping (VSM) is one of 
the most powerful tools you can use at the beginning ofyour lean journey." Once the 
map is completed for the current state of production processes, it can be modified to show 
what the desired future state would look like. Finally, the map can be used to identify 
additional improvement areas and action plans can be put together to tackle them. 
When all of these lean tools work together, they provide the framework for a 
continuous improvement system. (Northwest Wisconsin Manufacturing Outreach Center, 
2007). 
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Chapter III: Project Goals and Objectives 
As stated previously, Company XYZ is carrying extremely high inventory costs 
due to the excessive work-in-progress and finished goods inventory on the two-shot, 
chrome plated products produced there. The following goals and objectives are aimed at 
identifying methods and practices that will improve efficiencies in product flow thereby 
reducing inventory levels and costs throughout the production system. 
Find Methods and Practices to Reduce Inventory Costs without Jeopardizing On-time 
Deliveries 
The ultimate goal ofthis study is to reduce the costs tied up in the excessive 
amounts of inventory in this production system. The following objectives are necessary 
in order to achieve that goal. 
Create a baseline simulation model representative ofthe real production system. 
According to George Box, a well-known statistician, "All models are wrong, but some 
are useful." (as cited in Meyer, 2008). A "useful" model is needed that closely resembles 
the real life production system in order to have a baseline to make changes to and 
compare the results with such that conclusions can be made about how to manipulate the 
real system to achieve some desired resultant. 
Identify where inventory levels and associated costs are high within the 
production system. Within the computer simulation, global variables can be set up to 
track the statistics on potential locations ofhigh inventory. When the baseline model is 
complete and run, the output report will allow this objective to be met. 
Identify which inventory levels and costs are variable versus fixed. Often times in 
the business of manufacturing there are situations that require a certain level of inventory 
to be maintained or fixed. These areas within the production system, ifthere are any, 
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need to be identified so that time is not wasted by varying something that cannot be 
changed. 
Manipulate the simulation model to determine if changes to inventory levels affect 
on-time delivery. Using the information gathered about which inventory levels are 
variable, adjustments can be made to the simulation model. This model can then be run 
and the results analyzed to see if on-time delivery goals are still being met. 
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Chapter IV. Project Methodology 
A value stream analysis (VSA) of the processes used to produce a two-shot, 
injection molded, chrome plated component revealed a significant amount ofwork-in­
progress as well as finished goods inventory throughout the production system. This in 
turn equates to large amounts of inventory costs. As a means to investigate methods to 
improve efficiencies in product flow such that inventory levels and costs could be 
reduced, Monte Carlo simulation was used. As described in the literature review, chapter 
II, there are specific steps that should be followed when conducting a simulation in order 
to ensure that the outcome achieved correlates with the type ofproblem that the 
experimenter desired to solve. These include identification of the problem, statement of 
the objectives, model formulation, identification and preparation of the data, verification 
and validation of the model, experimentation and interpretation of the results, and finally 
conclusion and implementation. The first two items have been discussed in chapter I and 
chapter III respectively, while the remaining steps are discussed here in chapter IV. 
Model Formulation 
The following paragraph summarizes the production system for the 
automotive component simulated. This information was used to create a flow chart (see 
Appendix A) that could be used as the framework for creating the baseline model for the 
simulation. Based on customer forecast, a work order is cut and parts are injection 
molded at a level of 100,000 to 120,000 parts per part number per month. The molding is 
completed using a family tool that produces two part numbers at one time. These parts 
are boxed by part number, skidded, and shipped via a company truck to a secondary 
plating operation about two and a halfhours away. The plating source has enough plating 
racks to process 8,192 ofeach part number per day. These are then shipped back to 
Company XYZ where they undergo a de-gating operation. The de-gated parts are 
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inspected and packaged for shipment to a consignment warehouse near the end customer. 
The customer does not pay for the parts until they pull them from the consignment 
warehouse into their production facility. 
Simulation software called SIMPLE 1 was utilized for the creation of the 
simulation model for the production process studied here in. In the true production 
system there are several different time units for the various functions, i.e. molding cycle 
times are in seconds, transit times are in hours or days, etc. A standardized time unit of 
minutes was chosen for modeling purposes. Under normal operating conditions, the 
plating supplier does not operate on weekends and neither does the company truck. 
Therefore, the simulation was based on five days a week / twenty-two days a month 
(based on the average number of week days versus weekends per month.) This leaves a 
fairly significant buffer for producing additional volumes of parts if a significant number 
ofparts were scrapped or the customer pulled ahead of the forecast. Both Company XYZ 
and the plating source are capable of running twenty four hours per day, seven days per 
week operation if truly needed. Customer pulls were based on a historical average of 
30,000 parts per week, meaning that 30,000 parts are pulled from the finished goods 
inventory at the consignment warehouse once every five days in the simulation. 
Data Preparation 
The types of data required for this study included cycle times for each 
process, batch sizes at each ofthe various steps, travel times to off-site operations / final 
destinations, scrap rates, customer demand rate / forecast, and average inventory levels. 
The parts had been in production for a substantial enough amount of time that it was 
fairly easy to pull historical data. The average molding cycle time was taken from the 
master process sheet. Cycle time for the plating operation was determined to be 
negligible in comparison to the plating batch size versus trucking schedule, this being 
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every 24 hours. Batch sizes were dependant on the box quantities already established at 
each material handling step in the process. These and scrap rates were both pulled from 
the method guides, Baan, or through verbal conversation with the chrome plating 
supplier. The transit time between molding and the plating operation and back again for 
de-gating was set to 24 hours (versus actual travel time) because as stated previously, 
Company XYZ has a company truck that travels a regular route with drop off and pick up 
at approximately the same time every day. The variation in arrival times ofthe truck was 
deemed negligible because it does not have a direct effect on the subsequent de-gating 
operation. Travel time to the customer with finished goods was set to five days based on 
quotes from the commercial carrier that is specified by the customer. The customer 
demand rate and average inventory at the consignment warehouse were acquired directly 
from the customer, while average inventory at the plating supplier came again through 
verbal conversation with them. 
Model Verification and Validation 
Once the data were gathered for this simulation study and entered into the 
simulation model, it was ready to be tested for its "usefulness." This was completed by 
looking at two different aspects of how it performed. The first aspect, verification, looked 
at whether or not the model performed as expected. In other words, did the written code 
for the model cause it to perform functions that very closely resembled or imitated those 
in the real life system? It took a few minor tweaks, but eventually everything worked 
together as desired. 
The second aspect, validation, looked at whether or not the overall results of 
running the simulation model closely mimicked the behavior of the real life system. 
Initially, the model for this study did not perform true to real life. It was too perfect in 
that the inventory levels were not high and there were no potential late deliveries 
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indicated. Close scrutiny of the model code uncovered a few issues related to the way 
parts were skidded and shipped. Following the correction of these issues the model 
validation was completed. The model could finally be saved as a baseline for use in 
further experimentation (see Appendix B.) 
Experimentation and Interpretation ofResults 
During the experimentation phase of the simulation, the model for this 
study was manipulated in the area of initial inventory levels at the chrome plating source 
and the consignment warehouse, as well as the quantities of the molding orders each 
month. A number of iterations were required in order to get to a scenario that achieved 
the desired inventory levels without jeopardizing the on-time delivery ofproduct to the 
customer. 
In order to fully interpret the results a decision had to be made about what was 
important to monitor. Based on the goal of reducing inventory costs throughout the 
system, it was determined that monitoring inventory levels would be significant. The goal 
also specifically states that it is important not to jeopardize on-time delivery, therefore 
deliveries to the consignment warehouse needed to be monitored, also. A direct 
correlation between the results from the simulation and the goal of the study was 
desirable, so an excel spreadsheet was set up to calculate the current cost of the work in 
progress or finished goods and find a total value for the average inventory of each 
modeled system. A comparison between the inventory costs of the current system and the 
modified system was used to determine the system state that would be most desirable 
from an economic stand-point. 
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Conclusions and Implementation ofResults 
For the simulation study of the automotive component, the assumptions have been 
documented in this paper, chapter 1. A full copy of this report will be submitted to 
Company XYZ's management for their review. Should they decide to act on the results 
of this study, or pursue additional investigation through simulation, it will be important 
that they establish a means to monitor the effectiveness of any changes that are made 
immediately or in the future. 
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Chapter V. Report ofFindings 
As stated in chapter 1 of this report, the purpose of this study was to identify 
methods and practices that improve efficiencies in product flow thereby reducing 
inventory levels and costs for a specific injection molded, chrome plated automotive 
component. In this study, a comparison was made between the inventory costs for the 
current production system or baseline model and a modified system model. This modified 
system model came about by manipulating the levels of inventory stored at the plating 
operation as well as the finished goods inventory levels at the consignment warehouse. 
The first couple ofmodel iterations showed potential late deliveries which lead to an 
increase in the quantities required on the molding work orders. The quantities required 
for the modified system are 145,000 parts per part number per month. Based completely 
on the cycle time at molding for this product, there is capacity to do this. Potential press 
capacity issues due to other products molded on the same press were not considered for 
this study. 
Discussion ofData 
Based on the problem being studied, there were two important variables that 
needed to be tracked. The first was inventory levels throughout the production system 
including levels of finished goods at the consignment warehouse. This particular variable 
was significant because it was the main basis for this study such that the high inventory 
levels drive the high inventory costs that Company XYZ would like to reduce. A 
comparison was made of inventory costs (due to these tracked levels), between the 
current production system or baseline model, and a proposed production system (see 
Appendix C and its associated findings on Table 1) using the average inventory found 
over a three month period. 
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Table 1 
Comparison ofInventory Costs 
Production Average AverageCost of Cost ofFG Total CostSystem #ofWIP #ofFGWIP Parts of Inventory Scenario Parts Inventory 
*Baseline 173,514.1 $22,941.78 300,282.4 $168,158.14 $191,099.92(XYZ_OOOO) 
**Proposed 168,245.2 $22,624.06 161,962.4 $90,698.94 $113,323.00(XYZ_0004) 
*Baseline model - representative of current production system
 
**Proposed model- contains a warm-up period for simulation purposes only, that allows the
 
system to reach a steady state before col1ecting statistical data.
 
The second variable tracked was on-time delivery which was also monitored by watching 
the levels of finished goods at the consignment warehouse. Global variables were set up 
in the simulation models to track the statistics of the level of finished goods inventory, for 
product types 349, FIN_349, and 350, FIN_350. (See Tables 2, 3 and 4.) 
Table 2 
Finished Goods Inventory Level Statistics - Baseline Model 
SUMMARY REPORT: OBSERVATIONAL STATISTICS
 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 9.5040000000E+04
 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO
 
VARIABLE TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT NO. 
FIN_349 1 SCALAR 1108040.000122039.927159200.01144400.0171200.0160 I
 
FIN_350 I SCALAR 1128040.000122039.927179200.01164400.01 91200. 1601
 
Note: Baseline model is representative of current production system 
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Table 2 depicts data from the baseline model and is representative of the current 
production scenario. Reviewing the minimum, maximum, and current values reveals a 
significantly high inventory level on average. 
Table 3 
Finished Goods Inventory Level Statistics - Proposed Model 
SUMMARY REPORT: OBSERVATIONAL STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 1.2672000000E+05 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: 3.1680000000E+04 
VARIABLE TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT NO. 
FIN_349 I SCALAR 1 44722.388115001.93717200.0175600.0140800.01671 
FIN_350 1 SCALAR 1 44722.388115001.93717200.0175600.0140800.01671 
Note: Proposed model contains a warm up period for simulation purposes only, that allows the system to reach a steady 
state before collecting statistical data. 
Table 3 contains data from the proposed system where inventory levels have been 
minimized without negative impacts to on time delivery. This is evident again by 
reviewing the average minimum, maximum, and current values for the global variables. 
Table 4 
Finished Goods Inventory. Level Statistics - 3rd Iteration Model 
SUMMARY REPORT: OBSERVATIONAL STATISTICS
 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 1.1952000000E+05
 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: 2.4480000000E+04
 
VARIABLE TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT NO. 
FIN_349 1 SCALAR 117068.6571 14595.3731-12000.0149200.01-2400.01671
 
FIN_350 1 SCALAR 117068.657114595.3731-12000.0149200.01-2400.01671
 
Note: Third iteration model- negative values indicate late deliveries to the customer. 
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Finally, Table 4 shows data from model iteration in between that ofthe baseline 
and the proposed. In this model, and its representative data, it is seen that negative values 
show up in the minimum and current columns meaning there was not enough product at 
the warehouse when the customer tried to pull it. If the level offinished goods inventory 
goes negative at any point during the simulation the correlation could be made that a 
delivery was late. This was significant to the goal ofthis study because a reduction in 
inventory costs would mean nothing if the customer was either unhappy or worse yet, lost 
due to late delivery. 
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Chapter VI. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Review ofResearch Objectives 
In the beginning of this simulation study, four objectives were laid out as being 
critical to achieving a goal of reduced inventory cost. They are restated below with a brief 
synopsis of how each was accomplished. 
Create a baseline simulation model representative ofthe real production system. 
Per the steps outlined in the project methodology section of this paper, a baseline model 
was created that was proved to be "useful" by comparison of the data / results achieved to 
that of the real life system. 
Identify where inventory levels and associated costs are high within the system. 
By creating global variables in the baseline simulation model that track statistics on the 
finished goods, and also labeling all queues in the system, the areas that carried a 
consistently high level of inventory could be identified. These levels could then be 
compared to the cost associated with the location in the system to determine where the 
highest inventory costs were held. 
Identify which inventory levels and costs are variable versus fixed. It was 
determined that none of the inventory levels are fixed within the production system and 
thus the inventory costs are not fixed. 
Manipulate the simulation model to determine if changes to inventory levels affect 
on-time delivery Initial iterations with simple reductions to the inventory levels showed 
that there was a high likely hood of the customer pulling product from the consignment 
warehouse prior to the arrival of shipments. However, with an achievable (meaning there 
is still capacity within the month to produce this many molded parts without using 
weekends), increase to the part quantity called for in the molding work order that is cut 
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monthly, on-time deliveries can be made with much less inventory and thus much less 
inventory costs held up in the system. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Referring back to Table 1, it can be seen that the inventory levels for the proposed 
production system are anticipated to be as much as 30% less than those of the current 
production system. This equates to a reduction in inventory costs nearing 41%. 
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the inventory costs in the 
production system for the two-shot, injection molded, chrome plated automotive 
components produced at Company XYZ can be reduced to much more acceptable levels 
without negative impacts to the on-time delivery. In order to ensure the success of the 
proposed production system, a method to more closely monitor the levels of inventory 
within the system, primarily at the plating source and the consignment warehouse, should 
be implemented. These levels could be monitored in comparison to the pulls from the 
customer to ensure that if the customer slows down or stops pulling product, molding 
orders at Company XYZ follow suit. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The conclusion of this simulation study could really be considered a spring board 
for a number of future research opportunities. In no particular order, ideas for these 
potential studies are listed, in brief, below. 
1.	 Evaluation ofa "supermarket" ofproduct at Company XYZ prior to the de-gating 
operation that could be used as part of a pull system with visual scheduling. This 
would work such that when product dropped below a certain level ahead of the 
de-gating operation it would trigger the scheduler to cut a work order for molding. 
2.	 Evaluate the benefits of quick change over to batch sizing. Simulation can be a 
very handy tool in showing how reductions in set-up or change over times can 
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have an impact on the batch sizes required. Smaller batch sizes equate to less 
inventory in the system as well as less risk of large scrap situations if an issue 
results with an entire lot of material/product. 
3.	 Examine impacts of other part numbers molded within this same production 
system to determine if the resource competition associated with this additional 
demand has an impact on this study's findings and conclusions. 
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Appendix A: Production Process Flow Chart 
Production Process Flow for
 
Injection-Molded, Chrome Plated, Automotive Component
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hour -240 parts 
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Appendix B: Baseline Production Model and Results 
XYZ_OOOO.MDL 
{XYZ.MDL IS A SIMULATION MODEL THAT EXAMINES THE MOLDING AND PLATING OPERATIONS 
FOR PRODUCTS AT COMPANY XYZ. WRITTEN BY WENDY STARY, IN FULFILLMENT OF 
M.S. DEGREE WORK IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AT UW-STOUT, MARCH, 2008 
'-.'--'--'.-.''- .. '--'- .. '.-.--DECLAREppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
} 
DECLARE; 
{FILES:OUT1,WRITE;} 
ENTITIES:PART(l):STROBE(l);
GLOBALS: CTRL1:CNT_PART:FLAG:FLAG2:CNT349(8):CNT350(8): 
FIN_349 OBSERVE_STATS: 
FIN_350 OBSERVE_STATS; 
END;{
_·_·,··· __ ·,-_····_·· __ ····_-'---'PRERlINpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
}
PRERUN; SET STOP_TIME:=95040:CNT_PART:=0:FLAG:=349:FLAG2:=349:CNT349(1):=0: 
CNT349(2):=0:CNT349(3):=0:CNT349(4):=0:CNT349(5):=0:CNT349(6):=0: 
CNT349(7):=0:CNT349(8):=0:CNT350(1):=0:CNT350(2):=0:CNT350(3):=0: 
CNT350(4):=0:CNT350(5):=0:CNT350(6):=0:CNT350(7):=0:CNT350(8):=0: 
FIN_349:=130000:FIN_350:=150000; 
}
DISCRETE; 
CREATE,25,PART, ,0, ; {PRE-LOAD PLATE349Q FOR INVENTORY AT THE PLATER} 
{EACH ENTITY REPS 2048 PAIR OF PARTS}
PLOAD_349 SPLIT:PART,1,PLOAD_349A;BRANCH 1.0,PLOAD_349; 
PLOAD_349A SET PART(1):=349; BRANCH 1.0, PLATE349Q; 
CREATE,25,PART, ,0, ; {PRE-LOAD PLATE350Q FOR INVENTORY AT THE PLATER}

PLOAD_350 SPLIT:PART,1,PLOAD_350A;BRANCH 1.0,PLOAD_350;
 
PLOAD_350A SET PART(1):=350; BRANCH 1.0, PLATE350Q;
 
CREATE,4,PART,0.4283,0,; {CREATE 4 PAIRS OF PARTS EVERY 0.4283 MINUTES}

SET CNT_PART:=CNT_PART+1;
 
BRANCH CNT_PART>25000 AND STIME<31680,LAST_BLK:
 
CNT_PART>98967 AND STIME<63360,LAST_BLK: 
CNT_PART>172934 AND STIME<95040,LAST_BLK:1.0,MOLDING{LABELA};
{LABELA SHOW,40,12,STIME,8,0,0,4;} {SHOW CLOCK TIME DURING RUN}
MOLDING SPLIT:PART,1,MOLDING2;BRANCH 1.0,MOLDING; {ID PN OF PAIRS}
MOLDING2 SET CTRL1:=CTRL1+1:PART(1):=CTRL1;
IF PART(l)=l THEN; SET PART(1):=349; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=2 THEN; SET PART(1):=350; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=3 THEN; SET PART(1):=349; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=4 THEN; SET PART(1):=350:CTRL1:=0; END_IF;
 
INSPECTQ QUEUE, FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(INSPECTQ»O AND NUM(INSPECT1)<1,
 
INSPECTQ"INSPECT1;
 
INSPECT1 ACTIVITY 0.10;
 
INSPECT2 BRANCH 0.03,MOLD_SCRAP:0.97,GOOD_MOLD; {3% BAD MOLDED PARTS}

GOOD_MOLD BRANCH PART(1)=349,BOX-349A:PART(1)=350,BOX-350A; {SORT BY PN}

BOX-349A SET CNT349(1):=CNT349(1)+1; {COUNT PN349 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}
 
BRANCH CNT349(1)=510,BOX-349C:1.0,BOX-349B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-349B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN349s -- ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-349C SET CNT349(1):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN349}
BOX-349 QUEUE, FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN349 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(BOX)<l AND NUM(BOX-349»O,BOX-349"BOX;
BOX-350A SET CNT350(1):=CNT350(1)+1; {COUNT PN350 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}
BRANCH CNT350(1)=510,BOX-350C:1.0,BOX-350B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-350B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN350s -- ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-350C SET CNT350(1):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN350}
BOX-350 QUEUE, FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN350 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(BOX)<1 AND NUM(BOK-350»0,BOK-350"BOX; 
BOX ACTIVITY 56.25; {TAKES 112.5 MIN TO BOX 1 BOX EACH PN}
 
BRANCH PART(1)=349,SKID_349:PART(1)=350,SKID_350; {SORT BY PN}
 
SKID_349 QUEUE, FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN349 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKID_349»17 AND NUM(SKID)<l, 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID; 
SKID_350 QUEUE, FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN350 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKID_350»17 AND NUM(SKID)<1, 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID; 
SKID ACTIVITY 5; {SKID 12 BOXES OF EACH PN, 1 SKID/PN}
 
SKIDQ QUEUE, FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS SKIDS TO SHIP TO PLATING FACILITY}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKIDQ»O AND NUM(TRUCK)<l,SKIDQ"TRUCK;

TRUCK ACTIVITY 1440; {TRUCK TAKES AVAIL SKIDS EVERY 24 HRS}
 
TRUCKQ QUEUE, FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(TRUCKQ»O AND NUM(UNPACK)<l,TRUCKQ"UNPACK;

UNPACK SPLIT:PART,1,UNPACK2;BRANCH 1.0,UNPACK; {SPLIT SKID INTO BOXES}

UNPACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,UNBOx349:PART(1)=350,UNBOx350; {SORT BOXS}
 
UNBOx349 CLONE 1,UNBOx349C; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN349}
 
SET CNT349(2):=CNT349(2)+1; 
BRANCH CNT349(2)<509,UNBOx349:1.0,UNBOX349B;
 
UNBOx349B SET CNT349(2):=0;BRANCH 1.0,UNBOx349C;
 
UNBOx349c SET CNT349(3):=CNT349(3)+1; {COUNT PAIRS OF PN349}
 
BRANCH CNT349(3)=2048,UNBOx349D:1.0,UNBOx349K;
 
UNBOx349K KILL;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT PN349 PAIR WHICH REPRESENTS 1024 PAIR}
 
UNBOx349D SET CNT349(3):=0;
 
PLATE349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1024 PAIR OF PN349}

UNBOx350 CLONE 1,UNBOx350C; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN350}

SET CNT350(2):=CNT350(2)+1;
BRANCH CNT350(2)<509,UNBOX350:1.0,UNBOX350B;
 
UNBOx350B SET CNT350(2):=0;BRANCH 1.0,UNBOx350C;
 
UNBOx350c SET CNT350(3):=CNT350(3)+1; {COUNT PAIRS OF PN350}

BRANCH CNT350(3)=2048,UNBOX350D:1.0,UNBOx350K;

UNBOx350K KILL;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT PN350 PAIR WHICH REPRESENTS 1024 PAIR}
 
UNBOx350D SET CNT350(3):=0;
 
PLATE350Q QUEUE, FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1024 PAIR ON PN350}
 
CONDITIONS,NLlM(PLATE349Q»0 AND NUM(PLATE350Q»0 AND NUM(PLATE)<l,
PLATE349Q, ,PLATE:PLATE350Q, ,PLATE; 
PLATE ACTIVITY 720; {PLATE 2048 PAIR OR 4096 PARTS IN 12 HOURS} 
UNRACK SPLIT:PART,l,UNRACK2;BRANCH 1.0,UNRACK; {SPLIT PNs FROM RACKS}
UNRACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,UNRACK349:PART(1)=350,UNRACK350; {SORT BY PN} 
UNRACK349 CLONE 1,PBOx349Q; {RECREATE 2048 PAIRS OF PN349}
SET CNT349(4):=CNT349(4)+1;
BRANCH CNT349(4)=2047,PREP349C:1.0,UNRACK349;

PREP349c SET CNT349(4):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PBOX349Q;
 
PBOX349Q QUEUE,FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOx349Q»0 AND NUM(PINSPECT1)<l,PBOx349Q"PINSPECT1;
UNRACK350	 CLONE 1,PBOX350Q; {RECREATE 2048 PAIRS OF PN350} 
SET CNT350(4):=CNT350(4)+1; 
BRANCH CNT350(4)=2047,PREP350C:1.0,UNRACK350;
PREP350C SET CNT350(4):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PBOX350Q;
 
PBOx350Q QUEUE,FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX350Q»0 AND NUM(PINSPECT1)<l,PBOX350Q"PINSPECT1;
PINSPECT1 BRANCH 0.07,PLATE_SCRAP:0.93,GOOD_PLATE; 
GOOD_PLATE BRANCH PART(1)=349,PBOK-349A:PART(1)=350,PBOK-350A; {SORT BY PN} 
PBOK-349A SET CNT349(7):=CNT349(7)+1; {COUNT PN349 ENTERING BOX QUEUE} 
BRANCH CNT349(7)=510,PBOK-349C:1.0,PBOK-349B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT}
PBOK-349B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN349s -- ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-349C SET CNT349(7):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN349} 
PBOX-349 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN349 REPRESENTING S10 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX)<l AND NUM(PBOX-349»0,PBOX-349"PBOX;
PBOX-3S0A SET CNT3S0(7):=CNT3S0(7)+1; {COUNT PN3S0 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}
BRANCH CNT3S0(7)=S10,PBOX-3S0C:1.0,PBOX-3S0B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-3S0B KILL; {KILL S09 OF S10 PN3S0s -- ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-3S0C SET CNT3S0(7):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN3S0} 
PBOX-3S0 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN3S0 REPRESENTING S10 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX)<l AND NUM(PBOX-3S0»0,PBOX-3S0"PBOX; 
PBOX ACTIVITY .001;{TIME TO BOX PLATED PARTS IS ALREADY INCLUDED 
IN PLATE ACTIVITY} 
BRANCH PART(1)=349,PSKID_349:PART(1)=3S0,PSKID_3S0; {SORT BY PN} 
PSKID_349 QUEUE,FIFO; {BOXES OF S10 PN349 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKID_349»7 AND NUM(PSKID)<l, 
PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID: 
PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID; 
PSKID_3S0 QUEUE, FIFO; {BOXES OF S10 PN3S0 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKID_3S0»7 AND NUM(PSKID)<l,
PSKID_3S0, ,PSKID:PSKID_3S0, ,PSKID:PSKID_3S0, ,PSKID:PSKID_3S0, ,PS KID: 
PSKID_3S0, ,PSKID:PSKID_3S0"PSKID:PSKID_3S0, ,PSKID:PSKID_3S0"PSKID; 
PSKID ACTIVITY .001; {SKID TIME INCLUDED IN PLATE ACTIVITY} 
PSKIDQ QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS SKIDS TO SHIP BACK TO MULTI-SHOT} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKIDQ»O AND NUM(PTRUCK)<3,PSKIDQ"PTRUCK; 
PTRUCK ACTIVITY 1440; 
PTRUCKQ QUEUE, FIFO; 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PTRUCKQ»O AND NUM(PUNPACK)<l,PTRUCKQ"PUNPACK;
PUNPACK SPLIT:PART,1,PUNPACK2;BRANCH 1.0,PUNPACK;{SPLIT SKID INTO BOXES} 
PUNPACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,PUNBOx349:PART(1)=3S0,PUNBOx3S0; {SORT BOXS} 
PUNBOx349 CLONE 1,PPLATE349Q; {RECREATE S10 PAIRS OF PN349} 
SET CNT349(8):=CNT349(8)+1;
BRANCH CNT349(8)<S09,PUNBOX349:1.0,PUNBOx349B;
PUNBOx349B SET CNT349(8):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PPLATE349Q; 
PPLATE349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1 PAIR OF PN349}
PUNBOx3S0 CLONE 1,PPLATE3S0Q; {RECREATE S10 PAIRS OF PN3S0}
SET CNT3S0(8):=CNT3S0(8)+1;
BRANCH CNT3S0(8)<S09,PUNBOX3S0:1.0,PUNBOX3S0B; 
PUNBOx3S0B SET CNT3S0(8):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PPLATE3S0Q; 
PPLATE3S0Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1 PAIR OF PN3S0} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PPLATE349Q»0 AND NUM(DEGATE)<1,PPLATE349Q, ,DEGATE; 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PPLATE3S0Q»0 AND NUM(DEGATE)<1,PPLATE3S0Q"DEGATE; 
DEGATE CLONE 1,DEGATE2; {SPLIT PAIRS INTO INDIVIDUAL PARTS}
DEGATE2 IF PART(1)=349 THEN;SET FLAG:=3S0;END_IF; 
IF PART(1)=3S0 THEN;SET FLAG:=349;END_IF; 
INSPECT BRANCH 0.00S,SCRAP:PART(1)=349,PACK349:PART(1)=3S0,PACK3S0;
SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,sCRAP349:PART(1)=3S0,SCRAP3S0;
SCRAP349 KILL; 
SCRAP3S0 
PACK349 
KILL; 
SET CNT349(S):=CNT349(S)+1; {GROUP 240 PN349s PER PACK}
BRANCH CNT349(S)=240,PACK349B:1.0,LAST_BLK;
PACK349B SET CNT349(S):=0; {PARENT ENTITY REPRESENTS A BOX OF 240 PN349}
 
PACK349C ACTIVITY 0.0001;
 
PACK349D SET CNT349(6):=CNT349(6)+1;

BRANCH CNT349(6)=30,PACK349E:1.0,LAST_BLK; 
PACK349E SET CNT349(6):=0; 
PACK349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {PARENT ENTITY IS A SKID OF 30 BOXES OF PN349} 
{THIS # BASED ON FULL BOX QTY OF GOOD PARTS FROM PLATER PER DAY} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PACK349Q»1 AND NUM(SHIP)<l AND FLAG2=349, 
PACK349Q, ,SHIP; 
PACK3S0 SET CNT3S0(S):=CNT3S0(S)+1; {GROUP 240 PN3S0s PER PACK}
BRANCH CNT3S0(S)=240,PACK3S0B:1.0,LAST_BLK;
PACK3S0B SET CNT3S0(S):=0; {PARENT ENTITY REPRESENTS A BOX OF 240 PN3S0}
PACK3S0C ACTIVITY 0.0001; 
PACK3S0D SET CNT3S0(6):=CNT3S0(6)+1; 
BRANCH CNT3S0(6)=30,PACK3S0E:1.0,LAST_BLK;
PACK3S0E SET CNT3S0(6):=0; 
PACK3S0Q	 QUEUE,FIFO; {PARENT ENTITY IS A SKID OF 30 BOXES OF PN3S0} 
{THIS # BASED ON EVEN BOX QTY OF GOOD PARTS FROM PLATER PER DAY} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PACK3S0Q»1 AND NUM(SHIP)<l AND FLAG2=3S0, 
PACK3S0Q, ,SHIP; 
SHIP IF PART(1)=349 THEN;SET FLAG2:=3S0;END_IF; 
SHIP2 IF PART(1)=3S0 THEN;SET FLAG2:=349;END_IF; 
SHIPPING ACTIVITY 720; {EACH ENTITY GROUP IS 30 BOXES OF 240 PARTS EA} 
SHIPPING2 ACTIVITY 6480; {2 SKIDS SHIP IN 24 HRS, 5 D TOTAL TO GET TO SPAN}
BRANCH PART(1)=349,SPAN349:PART(1)=3S0,SPAN3S0; 
SPAN349 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349+7200; {RECORD PN349 FINISH INVENTORY} 
BRANCH,LAST_BLK; 
SPAN3S0 SET FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0+7200; {RECORD PN3S0 FINISH INVENTORY} 
BRANCH,LAST_BLK; 
LAST_BLK KILL; {DISPOSE OF PART ENTITY} 
MOLD_SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,BAD349:PART(1)=3S0,BAD3S0; 
BAD349 KILL; {COUNT AND KILL BAD PN349s FROM MOLDING OPERATION}
BAD3S0 KILL; {COUNT AND KILL BAD PN3S0s FROM MOLDING OPERATION} 
PLATE_SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,PBAD349:PART(1)=3S0,PBAD3S0; 
PBAD349 KILL; 
PBAD3S0 KILL; 
KILL; 
CREATE,l,STROBE,l,O,;
 
SHOW,40,lS,STIME,8,O,O,4;
 
SHOW,20,17,FIN_349,8,O,O,4;
 
SHOW,SO,17,FIN_3S0,8,O,O,4;
 
L2 BRANCH	 {STIME=14400,T14400:}STIME=7200,T7200:STIME=14401,T14401:
STIME=21600,T21600:STIME=28800,T28800:STIME=36000,T36000: 
STIME=43200,T43200:STIME=S0400,TS0400:STIME=S7600,TS7600: 
STIME=64800,T64800:STIME=72000,T72000:STIME=79200,T79200: 
STIME=86400,T86400:STIME=93600,T93600:1.0,TZERO; 
{T14400 CLEAR;KILL;}
T7200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T14401 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T21600 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T28800 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T36000 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T43200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
TS0400 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
TS7600. SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T64800 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T72000 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T79200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T86400 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
T93600 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_3S0-30000;KILL; 
TZERO KILL; 
vv~~~V0~~~V0~XNvvV0~·CONTINUOUSPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 
} 
CONTINUOUS; 
END;{ 
~~POSTRUNPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP }
POSTRUN; 
REPORT; 
STOP; 
END; 
{END OF MODEL FILE} 
SIMPLe1 
SIERRA SIMULATIONS &SOFTWARE: 
(C) Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987 philip Cobbin 
SUMMARY REPORT FOR: XYZ_OOOO.MDL 
GENERATED ON: 4/17/08 1:47:39 pm
COMMENT: 
SUMMARY REPORT: BLOCK STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 9.5040000000E+04 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT : O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
BLOCK LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT CNT 
--------------------+------------+----------+----------+----+----+----+----+ 
PLOAD_349 SPLITI 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 251 
PLOAD_349A SETI 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 25/
PLOAD_350 SPLITI 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 251 
PLOAD_350A SETI 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 251 
MOLDING SPLIT 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3000001 
MOLDING2 SEt 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3000001 
INSPECTQ QUEUE 0.473 0.938 0 4 o 3000001 
INSPECT1 ACTIVITY 0.316 0.465 0 1 o 3000001 
INSPECT2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3000001 
GOOD_MOLD BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2910381 
BO><-349A SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1455161 
Bo><-349a KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1452311 
Bo><-349c SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 285/
Bo><-349 QUEUE 0.050 0.218 0 1 0 2851 
BO><-350A SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1455221 
Bo><-350B KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1452371 
Bo><-350C/ SEt 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 2851 
BO><-350 QUEUE 0.116 0.320 0 1 0 2851 
BOX ACTIVITY 0.337 0.473 0 1 0 5701 
SKID_349 QUEUE 9.464 4.548 0 18 15 2851 
SKID_350 QUEUE 9.447 4.537 0 18 15 2851 
SKID ACTIVITY 0.002 0.040 0 1 0 301 
SKIDQ QUEUE 0.757 1.089 0 4 0 301 
TRUCK ACTIVITYj 0.455 0.498 0 1 0 30/
TRUCKQ QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 301 
UNPACK SPLIT 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 5401 
UNPACK2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 5401 
UNBox349 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1374301 
UNBox349B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 2701 
UNBox349c SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 137700 I 
UNBox349K KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1376331 
UNBox349D SET 0.000 0.000 01 1 0 671 
PLATE349Q QUEUE 7.266 8.549 0 26 0 921 
UNBox350 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1374301 
UNBox350BI SET 0.000 0.000 0 11 0 270/
UNBox350CI SET 0.000 0.000 0 11 o 137700 I 
UNBox350KI KILL 0.000 0.000 0 11 0/1376331
UNBOX350DI SET 0.000 0.000 0 ~.I 01 671 
PLATE350QI QUEUE 6.918 7.968 0 251 01 921 
PLATE I ACTIVITY 0.697 0.460 0 11 01 921 
UNRACKI SPLIT 0.000 0.000 0 11 01 1841 
UNRACK21 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 ~.I 01 1841 
UNRACK349I CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 JI 011883241 
PREP349CI SET 0.000 0.000 0 ~·I 01 921 
PBox349QI QUEUE 0.000 0.000 o 20481 011884161 
UNRACK3501 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 ~.I 011883241 
PREP350c SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 921 
PBOX350Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 2048 o 1884161 
PINSPECTl BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3768321 
GOOO_PLATE BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3498631 
PBO>c349A SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1747571 
PBo>c349B KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 174415/
PBO>c349C SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 3421 
PBO>c349 QUEUE 0.000 0.005 0 4 0 3421 
PBO>c350A SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1751061 
PBO>c350B KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1747631 
PBO>c350C SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 3431 
PBO>c350 QUEUE 0.000 0.006 0 4 0 3431 
PBOX ACTIVITY 0.000 0.003 0 1 0 6851 
PSKID_349 QUEUE 3.348 2.593 0 8 6 3421 
PSKID_350 QUEUE 3.665 2.526 0 8 7 3431 
PSKID ACTIVITY 0.000 0.001 0 1 0 841 
PSKIDQI QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 841 
PTRUCKI ACTIVITY 1. 273 0.938 0 3 0 841 
PTRUCKQI QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 841 
PUNPACKI SPLITI 0.000 0.000 0 11 0 6721 
PUNPACK21 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 6721 
PUNBOx349 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1710241 
PUNBOx349B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 3361 
PPLATE349Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 o 4080 o 171360 I 
PUNBOx350 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1710241 
PUNBOx350B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 3361 
PPLATE350Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 014080 o 1713601 
OEGATE CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3427201 
OEGATE2 IF 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 6854401 
INSPECt BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 6854401 
SCRAP BRANO'l 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 36221 
SCRAP349 KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 18101 
SCRAP350 KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 18121 
PACK349 SEt 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3409101 
PACK349B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1420 I
 
PACK349C ACTIVITY 0.000 0.007 0 34 o 14201
 
PACK3490 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 14201
 
PACK349E SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 471
 
PACK349Q QUEUE 0.962 0.191 0 3 1 471
 
PACK350 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 3409081 
PACK350B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 14201 
PACK350C ACTIVITY 0.000 0.007 0 34 o 14201 
PACK3500 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 1420 I 
PACK350E SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 471 
PACK350Q QUEUE 0.985 0.246 0 3 1 471 
SHIP IF 0.000 0.000 01 1 0 921 
SHIP2 IF 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 921 
SHIPPING ACTIVITY 0.697 1.101 0 4 0 921 
SHIPPING2 ACTIVITY 6.273 3.950 0 12 0 921 
SPAN349 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 461
 
SPAN350 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 461
 
LAST_BLK KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 8287171
 
MOLO_SCRAP BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 89621 
BA0349 KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 44841 
BA0350 KILL 0.000 0.000 0 l 0144781 PLATE_SCRAP BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 ~. 01269691 
PBA0349 KILLI 0.000 0.0001 0 i 01136591 
PBA0350 KILLI 0.000 0.0001 0 1 01133101 
L2 BRANCH I 0.000 0.0001 0 1 01950411 
T7200 SETI 0.000 0.0001 0 l 0/ 11 
T14401 SETI 0.000 0.0001 0 l 01 11 
T21600 SET/ 0.000 0.0001 0 1 01 11 
T28800 SETI 0.000 0.0001 0 1 01 11 
T360001 SETI 0.000 0.0001 0 1 01 11 
T432001 SETI 0.000 0.0001 0 l 01 11 
T504001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T576001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T648001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T720001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T792001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T864001 
T936001 
SET/
SETI 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
01 
01 
11 
11 
01 
01 
11 
11 
TZEROI KILLI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01950281 
--------------------+------------+----------+----------+----+----+----+----+ 
SUMMARY REPORT: OBSERVATIONAL STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 9.5040000000E+04 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
VARIABLE LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT NO. 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+-----+-----+----+----+ 
FIN_3491 SCALAR 1108040.000122039.927159200.01144400.0171200.01 
60/ 
FIN_3501 SCALAR 1128040.000122039.927179200.01164400.0191200.01 
601 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+-----+-----+----+----+ 
SUMMARY REPORT: TIME PERSISTANT STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 9.5040000000E+04 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
VARIABLE LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+------+------+------+ 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+------+------+------+ 
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Appendix C: Proposed Production Model and Results 
XYZ_0004.MDL 
{XYZ.MDL IS A SIMULATION MODEL THAT EXAMINES THE MOLDING AND PLATING OPERATIONS 
FOR PRODUCTS AT COMPANY XYZ. WRITTEN BY WENDY STARY, IN FULFILLMENT OF 
M.S. DEGREE WORK IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AT UW-STOUT, MARCH, 2008 
-------'-""-""""'-""'-""DECLAREppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
} 
DECLARE; 
{FILES:OUT1,WRITE;} 
ENTITIES:PART(l):STROBE(l);
GLOBALS: CTRL1:CNT_PART:FLAG:FLAG2:CNT349(8):CNT350(8): 
VAR:FIN_349 OBSERVE_STATS: 
FIN_350 OBSERVE_STATS; 
END;{
.-",-.,,.-',.---"----.- .. - .. -.-'PRERUNpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
}
PRERUN; SET STOP_TIME:=126720:CNT_PART:=0:FLAG:=349:FLAG2:=349:CNT349(1):=0: 
CNT349(2):=0:CNT349(3):=0:CNT349(4):=0:CNT349(5):=0:CNT349(6):=0: 
CNT349(7):=0:CNT349(8):=0:CNT350(1):=0:CNT350(2):=0:CNT350(3):=0: 
CNT350(4):=0:CNT350(5):=0:CNT350(6):=0:CNT350(7):=0:CNT350(8):=0: 
FIN_349:=0000:FIN_350:=0000; 
E~9t{""-"""""'-""'-"""DISCRETEPPPPPPPPPPppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
}
DISCRETE; 
CREATE,25,PART, ,1000000, ;{PRE-LOAD PLATE349Q FOR INVENTORY AT THE PLATER} 
{EACH ENTITY REPS 2048 PAIR OF PARTS}
PLOAD_349 SPLIT:PART,1,PLOAD_349A;BRANCH 1.0,PLOAD_349; 
PLOAD_349A SET PART(1):=349; BRANCH 1.0, PLATE349Q; 
CREATE,25,PART, ,1000000, ;{PRE-LOAD PLATE350Q FOR INVENTORY AT THE PLATER}
PLOAD_350 SPLIT:PART,1,PLOAD_350A;BRANCH 1.0,PLOAD_350; 
PLOAD_350A SET PART(1):=350; BRANCH 1.0, PLATE350Q; 
CREATE,4,PART,0.4283,0,; {CREATE 4 PAIRS OF PARTS EVERY 0.4283 MINUTES}

SET CNT_PART:=CNT_PART+1;
 
BRANCH CNT_PART>36250 AND STIME<31680,LAST_BLK:
 
CNT_PART>110217 AND STIME<63360,LAST_BLK: 
CNT_PART>184184 AND STIME<95040,LAST_BLK: 
CNT_PART>258151 AND STIME<126720,LAST_BLK:1.0,MOLDING{LABELA};
{LABELA SHOW,40,12,STIME,8,0,0,4;} {SHOW CLOCK TIME DURING RUN}
MOLDING SPLIT:PART,1,MOLDING2;BRANCH 1.0,MOLDING; {ID PN OF PAIRS}
MOLDING2 SET CTRL1:=CTRL1+1:PART(1):=CTRL1; 
IF PART(l)=l THEN; SET PART(1):=349; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=2 THEN; SET PART(1):=350; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=3 THEN; SET PART(1):=349; END_IF;
 
IF PART(1)=4 THEN; SET PART(1):=350:CTRL1:=0; END_IF;
 
INSPECTQ QUEUE, FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(INSPECTQ»O AND NUM(INSPECT1)<1,
 
INSPECTQ"INSPECT1;
 
INSPECT1 ACTIVITY 0.10;
 
INSPECT2 BRANCH 0.03,MOLD_SCRAP:0.97,GOOD_MOLD; {3% BAD MOLDED PARTS}

GOOD_MOLD BRANCH PART(1)=349,BOX-349A:PART(1)=350,BOX-350A; {SORT BY PN}

BOX-349A SET CNT349(1):=CNT349(1)+1; {COUNT PN349 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}

BRANCH CNT349(1)=510,BOX-349C:1.0,BOX-349B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-349B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN349s -- ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-349C SET CNT349(1):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN349}
BOX-349 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN349 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(BOX)<l AND NUM(BOX-349»0,BOX-349"BOX;
BOX-350A SET CNT350(1):=CNT350(1)+1; {COUNT PN350 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}
BRANCH CNT350(1)=510,BOX-350C:1.0,BOX-350B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT}
BOX-350B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN350s -- ALL BUT PARENT} 
BOX-350C SET CNT350(1):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN350} 
Box_350 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN350 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(BOX)<l AND NUM(BOX-350»0,BOX-350"BOX;
 
BOX ACTIVITY 56.25; {TAKES 112.5 MIN TO BOX 1 BOX EACH PN}
 
BRANCH PART(1)=349,SKID_349:PART(1)=350,SKID_350; {SORT BY PN}
 
SKID_349 QUEUE,FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN349 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKID_349»17 AND NUM(SKID)<l, 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349, ,SKID:SKID_349, ,SKID:SKID_349, ,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349,,SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349, ,SKID:SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID: 
SKID_349"SKID:SKID_349"SKID; 
SKID_350 QUEUE,FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN350 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKID_350»17 AND NUM(SKID)<l,
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350, ,SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350, ,SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350, ,SKID:SKID_350"SKID: 
SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350"SKID:SKID_350,,SKID: 
SKID_350, ,SKID:SKID_350, ,SKID; 
SKID ACTIVITY 5; {SKID 12 BOXES OF EACH PN, 1 SKID/PN}
 
SKIDQ QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS SKIDS TO SHIP TO PLATING FACILITY}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(SKIDQ»O AND NUM(TRUCK)<l,SKIDQ"TRUCK;
 
TRUCK ACTIVITY 1440; {TRUCK TAKES AVAIL SKIDS EVERY 24 HRS}
 
TRUCKQ QUEUE, FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(TRUCKQ»O AND NUM(UNPACK)<l,TRUCKQ"UNPACK;

UNPACK SPLIT:PART,l,UNPACK2;BRANCH 1.0,UNPACK; {SPLIT SKID INTO BOXES}
 
UNPACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,UNBOX349:PART(1)=350,UNBOX350; {SORT BOXS}

UNBOx349 CLONE l,UNBOx349C; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN349}
 
SET CNT349(2):=CNT349(2)+1;
BRANCH CNT349(2)<509,UNBOx349:1.0,UNBOX349B;
 
UNBOx349B SET CNT349 (2) : =0; BRANCH 1. 0, UNBOx349C;
 
UNBOX349c SET CNT349(3) :=cNT349(3)+1; {COUNT PAIRS OF PN349}

BRANCH CNT349(3)=2048,UNBOX349D:1.0,UNBOX349K;
 
UNBOx349K KILL;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT PN349 PAIR WHICH REPRESENTS 1024 PAIR}
 
UNBOx349D SET CNT349(3):=0;
 
PLATE349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1024 PAIR OF PN349}
 
UNBOx350 CLONE 1,UNBOx350c; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN350}
 
SET CNT350(2):=CNT350(2)+1;
BRANCH CNT350(2)<509,UNBOx350:1.0,UNBOx350B;
 
UNBOx350B SET CNT350(2):=0;BRANCH 1.0,UNBOx350C;
 
UNBOX350C SET CNT350(3):=CNT350(3)+1; {COUNT PAIRS OF PN350}

BRANCH CNT350(3)=2048,UNBOX350D:1.0,UNBOX350K;
UNBOx350K KILL;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT PN350 PAIR WHICH REPRESENTS 1024 PAIR} 
UNBOx350D SET CNT350(3):=0; 
PLATE350Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1024 PAIR ON PN350}
CONDITIONS,NUM(PLATE349Q»0 AND NUM(PLATE350Q»0 AND NUM(PLATE)<l, 
PLATE349Q"PLATE:PLATE350Q"PLATE; 
PLATE ACTIVITY 720; {PLATE 2048 PAIR OR 4096 PARTS IN 12 HOURS} 
UNRACK SPLIT:PART,l,UNRACK2;BRANCH 1.0,UNRACK; {SPLIT PNS FROM RACKS} 
UNRACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,UNRACK349:PART(1)=350,UNRACK350; {SORT BY PN}
UNRACK349 CLONE 1,PBOX349Q; {RECREATE 2048 PAIRS OF PN349} 
SET CNT349(4):=CNT349(4)+1; 
BRANCH CNT349(4)=2047,PREP349C:1.0,UNRACK349;

PREP349C SET CNT349(4):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PBOX349Q;
 
PBOX349Q QUEUE,FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX349Q»0 AND NUM(PINSPECT1)<l,PBOX349Q"PINSPECT1; 
UNRACK350	 CLONE 1,PBOX350Q; {RECREATE 2048 PAIRS OF PN350}
SET CNT350(4):=CNT350(4)+1;
BRANCH CNT350(4)=2047,PREP350C:1.0,UNRACK350; 
PREP350c SET CNT350(4):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PBOX350Q;
 
PBOX350Q QUEUE,FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX350Q»0 AND NUM(PINSPECT1)<1,PBOx350Q"PINSPECT1;
PINSPECT1 BRANCH 0.07,PLATE_SCRAP:0.93,GOOD_PLATE; 
GOOD_PLATE BRANCH PART(1)=349 , PBOX-349A: PART(1)=350,PBOX-350A; {SORT BY PN} 
PBOX-349A	 SET CNT349(7):=CNT349(7)+1; {COUNT PN349 ENTERING BOX QUEUE} 
BRANCH CNT349(7)=510,PBOX-349C:1.0,PBOX-349B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-349B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN349s -- ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-349C SET CNT349(7):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN349} 
PBOX-349 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN349 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX)<l AND NUM(PBOX-349»0,PBOX-349"PBOX; 
PBOX-350A SET CNT350(7):=CNT350(7)+1; {COUNT PN350 ENTERING BOX QUEUE}
BRANCH CNT350(7)=510,PBOX-350C:1.0,PBOX-350B;{KILL ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-350B KILL; {KILL 509 OF 510 PN350s -- ALL BUT PARENT} 
PBOX-350C SET CNT350(7):=0; {RESET COUNTER FOR PN350} 
PBOX-350 QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS PARENT PN350 REPRESENTING 510 PAIRS} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PBOX)<l AND NUM(PBOX-350»0,PBOX-350"PBOX; 
PBOX ACTIVITY .001;{TIME TO BOX PLATED PARTS IS ALREADY INCLUDED 
IN PLATE ACTIVITY} 
BRANCH PART(1)=349,PSKID_349:PART(1)=350,PSKID_350; {SORT BY PN} 
PSKID_349 QUEUE,FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN349 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKID_349»7 AND NUM(PSKID)<l, 
PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID: 
PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID:PSKID_349"PSKID; 
PSKID_350 QUEUE,FIFO; {BOXES OF 510 PN350 PAIRS WAITING TO SKID} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKID_350»7 AND NUM(PSKID)<l, 
PSKID_350"PSKID:PSKID_350, ,PSKID:PSKID_350, ,PSKID:PSKID_350"PSKID: 
PSKID_350"PSKID:PSKID_350, ,PSKID:PSKID_350, ,PSKID:PSKID_350"PSKID; 
PSKID ACTIVITY .001; {SKID TIME INCLUDED IN PLATE ACTIVITY} 
PSKIDQ QUEUE,FIFO; {QUEUE HOLDS SKIDS TO SHIP BACK TO MULTI-SHOT}
CONDITIONS,NUM(PSKIDQ»O AND NUM(PTRUCK)<3,pSKIDQ"PTRUCK;
 
PTRUCK ACTIVITY 1440;
 
PTRUCKQ QUEUE, FIFO;
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PTRUCKQ»O AND NUM(PUNPACK)<l,PTRUCKQ"PUNPACK; 
PUNPACK SPLIT:PART,1,PUNPACK2;BRANCH 1.0,PUNPACK;{SPLIT SKID INTO BOXES} 
PUNPACK2 BRANCH PART(1)=349,PUNBOX349:PART(1)=350,PUNBOX350; {SORT BOXS} 
PUNBOx349 CLONE 1,PPLA-rE349Q; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN349} 
SET CNT349(B):=CNT349(B)+1; 
BRANCH CNT349(B)<509,PUNBOX349:1.0,PUNBOx349B;
PUNBOx349B SET CNT349(B):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PPLA-rE349Q; 
PPLATE349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1 PAIR OF PN349}
PUNBOx350 CLONE 1,PPLA-rE350Q; {RECREATE 510 PAIRS OF PN350} 
SET CNT350(B):=CNT350(B)+1;
BRANCH CNT350(B)<509,PUNBOX350:1.0,PUNBOX350B;
 
PUNBOx350B SET CNT350(B):=0;BRANCH 1.0,PPLATE3S0Q;
 
PPLA-rE350Q QUEUE,FIFO; {EACH ENTITY IN QUEUE IS 1 PAIR OF PN350}
 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PPLATE349Q»0 AND NUM(DEGATE)<1,PPLATE349Q"DEGATE;
CONDITIONS,NUM(PPLATE350Q»0 AND NUM(DEGATE)<1,PPLATE350Q"DEGATE;
DEGATE CLONE 1,DEGATE2; {SPLIT PAIRS INTO INDIVIDUAL PARTS} 
DEGATE2 IF PART(1)=349 THEN;SET FLAG:=350;END_IF; 
IF PART(1)=350 THEN;SET FLAG:=349;END_IF; 
INSPECT BRANCH 0.005 ,SCRAP: PART(1)=349,PACK349: PART(1)=350, PACK350; 
SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,SCRAP349:PART(1)=350,SCRAP350; 
SCRAP349 KILL; 
SCRAP350 KILL; 
PACK349 SET CNT349(5):=CNT349(S)+1; {GROUP 240 PN349s PER PACK}
BRANCH CNT349(S)=240,PACK349B:1.0,LAST_BLK;
PACK349B SET CNT349(5):=0; {PARENT.ENTITY REPRESENTS A BOX OF 240 PN349}
PACK349c ACTIVITY 0.0001; 
PACK349D SET CNT349(6):=CNT349(6)+1;
BRANCH CNT349(6)=30,PACK349E:1.0,LAST_BLK; 
PACK349E SET CNT349(6):=0; 
PACK349Q QUEUE,FIFO; {PARENT ENTITY IS A SKID OF 30 BOXES OF PN349}
{THIS # BASED ON FULL BOX QTY OF GOOD PARTS FROM PLATER PER DAY} 
CONDITIONS,NUM(PACK349Q»1 AND NUM(SHIP)<l AND FLAG2=349, 
PACK349Q, ,SHIP; 
PACK350 SET CNT350(5):=CNT350(5)+1; {GROUP 240 PN350s PER PACK}
BRANCH CNT350(5)=240,PACK350B:1.0,LAST_BLK; 
PACK350B SET CNT350(5):=0; {PARENT ENTITY REPRESENTS A BOX OF 240 PN350}
PACK350c ACTIVITY 0.0001; 
PACK350D SET CNT350(6):=CNT350(6)+1;
BRANCH CNT350(6)=30,PACK350E:1.0,LAST_BLK; 
PACK350E	 SET CNT350(6):=0; 
PACK350Q	 QUEUE, FIFO; {PARENT ENTITY IS A SKID OF 30 BOXES OF PN350} 
{THIS # BASED ON EVEN BOX QTY OF GOOD PARTS FROM PLATER PER DAY}
CONDITIONS,NUM(PACK350Q»1 AND NUM(SHIP)<l AND FLAG2=350, 
PACK350Q"SHIP; 
SHIP IF PART(1)=349 THEN;SET FLAG2:=350;END_IF; 
SHIP2 IF PART(1)=350 -rHEN;SET FLAG2:=349;END_IF; 
SHIPPING ACTIVITY 720; {EACH ENTITY GROUP IS 30 BOXES OF 240 PARTS EA} 
SHIPPING2 ACTIVITY 6480; {2 SKIDS SHIP IN 24 HRS, 5 D TOTAL TO GET TO SPAN} 
SET VAR:=VAR+l;IF VAR=l -rHEN;SHOW,5,5,STIME,8,0,0,4;END_IF; 
BRANCH PART(1)=349,SPAN349:PART(1)=350,SPAN350; 
SPAN349 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349+7200; {RECORD PN349 FINISH INVENTORY} 
BRANCH,LAST_BLK; 
SPAN350 SET FIN_350:=FIN_350+7200; {RECORD PN350 FINISH INVENTORY} 
BRANCH,LAST_BLK; 
LAST_BLK KILL; {DISPOSE OF PART ENTITY}
MOLD_SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,BAD349:PART(1)=350,BAD350; 
BAD349 KILL; {COUNT AND KILL BAD PN349s FROM MOLDING OPERATION}
BAD350 KILL; {COUNT AND KILL BAD PN350s FROM MOLDING OPERATION} 
PLATE_SCRAP BRANCH PART(1)=349,PBAD349:PART(1)=350,PBAD3S0; 
PBAD349 KILL; 
PBAD3S0 KILL; 
KILL; 
CREATE,l,STROBE,l,O,;
 
{SHOW,40,15,STIME,8,0,0,4;}
 
SHOw,20,17,FIN_349,8,0,0,4;
 
SHOw,50,17,FIN_350,8,0,0,4;
 
L2 BRANCH	 STIME=31680,T14400:STIME=31681,T7200: 
STIME=38880,T21600:STIME=46080,T28800:STIME=53280,T36000: 
STIME=60480,T43200:STIME=67680,TS0400:STIME=74880,T57600: 
STIME=82080,T64800:STIME=89280,T72000:STIME=96480,T79200: 
STIME=103680,T86400:STIME=110880,T93600:STIME=118080,T99998: 
STIME=125280,T99999: 
1.0,TZERO; 
T14400 CLEAR;KILL; 
T7200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T14401 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T21600 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T28800 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T36000 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T43200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
TS0400 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T57600 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T64800 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T72000 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_3S0:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T79200 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T86400 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T93600 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T99998 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
T99999 SET FIN_349:=FIN_349-30000:FIN_350:=FIN_350-30000 KILL; 
TZERO KILL; 
V0~~~V0~~~V0~~~V0rvCONTINUOUSPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 
} 
POSTRUN; 
REPORT; 
STOP; 
END" 
{END OF MODEL FILE} 
SIMPLE_1 
SIERRA SIMULATIONS & SOFTWARE: 
(C) copyright 1985, 1986, 1987 philip cobbin 
SUMMARY REPORT FOR: XYZ_0004.MDL 
GENERATED ON:, 4/17/08 3:57: 5 pm
COMMENT: 
SUMMARY REPORT: BLOCK STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 1. 2672000000E+05 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT : 3.1680000000E+04 
BLOCK LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT CNT 
--------------------+------------+----------+----------+----+----+----+----+ 
PLOAD_349 SPLIT 0.000 0.0001 0 0 0 01 
PLOAD_349A SET 0.000 0.0001 0 0 0 01 
PLOAD_350 SPLIT 0.000 0.0001 0 0 0 01 
PLOAD_350A 
MOLDING 
SET 
SPLIT 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000/
0.000 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 01 
o 4350001 
MOLDING2 SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 4350001 
INSPECTQ 
INSPECT1 
QUEUE 
ACTIVITY 
0.687 
0.458 
1.063 
0.498 
0 
0 
4 
1 
o 4350001 
o 4350001 
INSPECT2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 4350001 
GOOD_MOLD BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 4219321 
BO)L349A
BO)L349B
BO)L349C
BO)L349
BO)L350A
BO)L350B
BO)L350C
BO)L350
BOX 
SET 
KILL 
SET 
QUEUE 
SET 
KILL 
SET 
QUEUE 
ACTIVITY 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.013 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.181 
0.490 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.112 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.385 
0.500 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 2109961 
o 2105821 
0 4141 
0 4141 
o 2109361 
o 2105221 
0 4141 
0 4141 
0 8281 
SKID_349 
SKID_350 
SKID 
QUEUE QUEUE 
ACTIVITY 
9.773 
9.775 
0.002 
5.196 
5.196 
0.049 
0 
0 
0 
18 
18 
1 
11 
11 
0 
4141 
4141 
461 
SKIDQ 
TRUCK 
QUEUE 
ACTIVITY 
1.718 
0.697 
1.660 
0.460 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
461 
461 
TRUCKQ 
UNPACK 
QUEUE 
SPLIT 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
461 
8281 
UNPACK2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 8281 
UNBOx349 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2107261 
UNBOx349B SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 4141 
UNBOx349c SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2111401 
UNBOx349K KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2110371 
UNBOx349D SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 1031 
PLATE349Q 
UNBOx350 
QUEUE 
CLONE 
4.144 
0.000 
2.614 
0.000 
0 
0 
9 
1 
01 1031 
o 2107261 
UNBOx350B 
UNBOx350C 
SET 
SET 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 4141 
o 211140 I 
UNBOx350K KILL 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2110371 
UNBOx350D SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 1031 
PLATE350Q 
PLATE 
QUEUE 
ACTIVITY 
2.583 
0.780 
2.019 
0.414 
0 
0 
7 
1 
0 
0 
1031 
1031 
UNRACK SPLIT 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 2061 
UNRACK2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 2061 
UNRACK349 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2108411 
PREP349c SET 0.000 0.000 0 1 0 1031 
PBOX349Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 o 2048 o 2109441 
UNRACK350 CLONE 0.000 0.000 0 1 o 2108411 
PREP350c SETI 0.000 0.000 a 1 01 1031 
PBOX350Q QUEUEI 0.000 0.000 a 2048 012109441 
PINSPECT1 BRANCH I 0.000 0.000 a 1 01421888/
GOOD_PLATE BRANCH I 0.000 0.000 a 1 013915111 
PBO)L349A SETI 0.000 0.000 a 1 011956881 
PBO)L349B KILLI 0.000 0.000 a 1 0/1953041
PBO)L349C SETI 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3841 
PBO)L349 QUEUEI 0.000 0.005 a 4 a 3841 
PBO)L350A SETI 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1958231 
PBO)L350B KILLI 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1954391 
PBO)L350C SETI 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3841 
PBO)L350 QUEUEI 0.000 0.007 a 4 a 3841 
PBOX ACTIVITY 0.000 0.003 a 1 a 7681 
PSKID_349 QUEUE 3.571 2.075 a 8 3 3841 
PSKID_350 QUEUE 3.465 2.162 a 8 3 3841 
PSKID ACTIVITY 0.000 0.001 a 1 a 961 
PSKIDQ QUEUE 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 96/
PTRUCK ACTIVITY 1.455 0.874 a 3 a 961 
PTRUCKQ QUEUE 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 961 
PlINPACK SPLIT 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 7681 
PlINPACK2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 7681 
PUNBox349I CLONE 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1954561 
PUNBOx349B SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3841 
PPLATE349Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 a 4080 a 1958401 
PUNBOx350 CLONE 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1954561 
PUNBOx350B SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3841 
PPLATE350Q QUEUE 0.000 0.000 a 4080 a 1958401 
DEGATE CLONE 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3916801 
DEGATE2 IF 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 7833601 
INSPECT BRANCH 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 7833601 
SCRAP BRANCH 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 40791 
SCRAP349 KILL 0.000 0.000 a 1 0120111 
SCRAP350 KILL 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 20681 
PACK349 SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 3896691 
PACK349B SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 16241 
PACK349c ACTIVITY 0.000 0.008 a 34 a 16241 
PACK349D SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 16241 
PACK349E SET 0.000 0.0001 a 1 a 541 
PACK349Q QUEUE 1.000 0.0001 1 3 1 541 
PACK350 SET 0.000 0.0001 a 1 a 3896121 
PACK350B SET 0.000 0.0001 a 1 a 16231 
PACK350c ACTIVITY 0.000 0.0081 a 34 a 16231
 
PACK350D SET 0.000 0.0001 a 1 a 16231
 
PACK350E SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 541 
PACK350Q QUEUE 1.015 0.173 1 3 1 541 
SHIP IF 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1081 
SHIP2 IF 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 1081 
SHIPPING ACTIVITY 0.818 1.147 a 4 a 1081 
SHIPPING2 ACTIVITY 7.239 3.353 a 12 8 1081 
SPAN349 SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 531 
SPAN350 SET 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 531 
LAST_BLK KILL 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 8924301 
MOLD_SCRAP BRANCH 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 130681 
BAD349 KILL 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 65041 
BAD350 KILL 0.000 0.000 a 1 a 65641 
PLATE_SCRAP BRANCH 0.000 0.000 0\ 1 a 303771 
PBAD349 KILL 0.000 0.000 01 1 a 152561 
PBAD350 KILL 0.000 0.000 01 1 a 151nl 
L2 BRANCH 0.000 0.000 01 1 a 950401 
T14400 CLEAR 0.000 0.000/ 01 a a 01
 
T7200 SET 0.000 0.0001 01 1 a 1/

T14401 SET 0.000 0.0001 01 a a 01
 
T21600 SET 0.000 0.0001 01 1 a 11
 
T28800 SET 0.000 0.0001 01 1 a 11
 
T36000 SET 0.000 0.0001 01 1 a 11
 
T432001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T504001 
T576001 
SETI 
SETI 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.000/ 
0.0001 
01 
01 
11 
11 
01 
01 
11 
11 
T648001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T720001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T792001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T864001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T936001 SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T99998I SETI 0.0001 0.0001 01 11 01 11 
T99999/
TZEROI 
SETI 
KILLI 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
01 
01 
11 
11 
01 11 
01950261 
--------------------+------------+----------+----------+----+----+----+----+ 
SUMMARY REPORT: OBSERVATIONAL STATISTICS 
SIMULATED TIME: STIME = 1. 2672000000E+05 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: 3. 1680000000E+04 
VARIABLE LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT NO. 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+-----+-----+----+----+ 
FIN_349I SCALAR 144722.388115001.93717200.0175600.0140800.01 
671 
FIN_3501 SCALAR 144722.388115001.93717200.0175600.0140800.01 
671 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+-----+-----+----+----+ 
SUMMARY REPORT: TIME PERSISTANT STATISTICS 
SIMULA-rED TIME: STIME = 1. 2672000000E+05 
STATISTICS CLEARED AT: 3. 1680000000E+04 
VARIABLE LABEL TYPE AVERAGE STD DEV MIN MAX CRNT 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+------+------+------+ 
--------------------+----------------+--------+--------+------+------+------+ 
